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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information
on the region, but never quite got around to it, we hope that the following
will help. If you look at the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the
locals call it) is on the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of
Banderas - one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern
part of the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to
the south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in the
Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but actually
touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands,
thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 325,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny days per year. The temperature averages 28oC (82oF) and the rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts
a great variety of animal species such as
iguana, guacamaya, deer, raccoon, etc.
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SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where diving is
allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of any kind is prohibited. Every year, the
Bay receives the visit of the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected
species, arrive to its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based
mainly on tourism, construction and to a
lesser degree, on agriculture, mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon, pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe
and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in Mexico although Canadian
and American dollars are widely accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with
different routes. Current fare is $7.50 Pesos
per ticket and passengers must purchase
a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined
zones of the town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with the driver
FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may
want to check the rates usually posted in

the lobby. Also, if you know which
restaurant you want to go, do not let
the driver change your mind. Many
restaurateurs pay commissions to
taxi drivers and you may end up
paying more than you should, in a
second-rate establishment! There
are 2 kinds of taxi cabs: those at the
airport and the maritime port are
usually vans that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow
cars that charge by the ride, not by
passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
many drivers let you off at the beginning of
the area, near Hidalgo Park. However, your
fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so why
walk 10 to 15 blocks to the main plaza, the
Church or the flea market? Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the
driver! Note the number of your taxi in case
of any problem, or if you forget something
in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can
help you check it out or lodge a complaint.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco
is on Central Time, as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta,
Bucerías, La Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North of
Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San
Blas, etc. are on Mountain Time, i.e.: one
hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on
the cost of long distance calls from your
hotel room. Some establishments charge
as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones
from the U.S. and Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to
cell, use the prefix 322, then the seven digit
number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually
10%-15% of the bill at restaurants and bars.
Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids, etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.,
reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In restaurants,
it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re
ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, por favor»
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and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give
you a higher rate of exchange than
the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to
foreigners. Better yet, if you have a “bank
card”, withdraw funds from your account
back home. Try to avoid exchanging
money at your hotel. Traditionally, those
offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive
hotel is everything you ever dreamed of,
you should experience at least a little of
all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a
condensed version of all that is Mexican
and existed before «Planned Tourist
Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and
Ixtapa, were developed. Millions have been
spent to ensure that the original “small
town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a
Mexican vacation must inevitably lead to an
encounter with Moctezuma’s revenge is just
that: false. For the 21st year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for human consumption. It
is one of only two cities in Mexico that can
boast of such accomplishment. True, the
quality of the water tested at the purification
plant varies greatly from what comes out of
the tap at the other end. So do be careful.
On the other hand, most large hotels have
their own purification equipment and most
restaurants use purified water. If you want to
be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often fall in love with one of
the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them,
but believe that the laws do not allow
them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take one of the City Tours
offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and
take note of the places you want to return
to. Then venture off the beaten path. Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes
you. And don’t worry - this is a safe place.

PV Mirror es una publicación semanal. Certificados de licitud
de título y contenido en tramite. Prohibida la reproducción
total o parcial de su contenido, imágenes y/o fotografías
sin previa autorización por escrito del editor.

Note: To Advertisers & Contributors and those
with public interest announcements,
the deadline for publication is:

2:00 pm on Monday of the
week prior to publication.

250 words max, full name, street or e-mail address and/or tel. number for verification purposes only. If you do not want your name published, we will respect your wishes. Letters & articles become the property
of the PVMIRROR and may be edited and/or condensed for publication. The articles in this publication are provided for the purpose of entertainment and information only. The PV Mirror City Paper does not accept
any responsibility or liability for the content of the articles on this site or reliance by any person on the site’s contents. Any reliance placed on such information is therefore strictly at such person’s own risk.
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Democrats Abroad October
Social Hour
The Costa Banderas Chapter of Democrats Abroad Mexico
invites you to join us for a ‘Social Hour’ in the air-conditioned
comfort of Garbo Piano Bar on Tuesday, October 17th from 6 to 8
p.m. Everyone is invited to come out to enjoy an evening of fun
and friendship that includes a no-host bar offering Happy Hour
prices.
We have a few pre-stamped postcards left for you to fill out
to write your members of congress. (We’ll do it right there and
take them to mail them for you.) To check on your congressional
delegation:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/d/1a
NTEvz2N5il81uN5O18zEkvYVWAo9O-ObSS6akdBRuI/
pubhtml?usp=gmail Bring their names and addresses when you
come out to enjoy a drink, share great camaraderie and continue
our fight!
Democrats Abroad Mexico is the official organization of the
Democratic Party in Mexico; connecting Americans with US
politics and the Democratic Party; registering, informing, and
motivating voters; supporting candidates, holding events, and
raising resources. Mexico has five chapters: Lake Chapala,
Mexico City, San Miguel de Allende, Costa Banderas (Puerto
Vallarta) and Mazatlan. But you don’t have to be a Democrat, or
an American, to join us for this fun get-together!
Garbo is a chic little piano and jazz bar located at 142 Pulpito,
between Olas Altas and Amapas in the Romantic Zone of Puerto
Vallarta. The staff is friendly, there’s a superb drink menu and
you’re sure to make new friends here. Join us!
With country committees and local chapters in over 80
countries around the world, Democrats Abroad is the official
Democratic Party organization for the millions of Americans
living outside the United States. For more information about the
Costa Banderas Chapter of Democrats Abroad, check out http://
www.banderasnews.com/vallarta-living/democrats-abroad.htm

New Thought Group
A new New Thought group is starting here in Vallarta on the
teaching and practice of the Centers for Spiritual Living, formerly
called Science of Mind or Religious Science, founded by Ernest
Holmes back in the 1920’s. Recently arrived, Rev Corina Scherer,
is the Spiritual Director, and she has wonderfully great expectations.
Those interested in New Thought are encouraged to support
this center: Sunday, October 8, 2017, at the Centro Cultura Cuale
Auditorium on the Isla Cuale, 11 a.m. to 12 noon.
And then meetings will be on Saturdays @ 12 noon to 1 p.m.
starting October 14th.

Aeromexico brings back overnight
flight to Puerto Vallarta

The new route offers travelers
increased connectivity through
Aeromexico’s network within
the country, as well as to North,
Central and South America.
Starting on November 2nd,
Aeromexico will once again
deliver their daily 6 a.m. flights
on the PVR-MEX route, and the
7 a.m. flights on their MEX-PVR
route with arrivals and departures
at Puerto Vallarta’s International
Airport, which connects travelers
to the Riviera Nayarit.
The overnight flight offers
travelers increased connectivity
through Aeromexico’s network
within the country, as well as to
select cities in North America
such as New York, plus Bogotá,
Colombia and Buenos Aires,
Argentina, in Central and South
America, respectively.
This is a very convenient flight
for domestic travelers as well, as
it allows them to fly to the Puerto
Vallarta-Riviera Nayarit area early
in the morning, enjoy a weekend
stay and return on an another early

flight to Mexico City, which is
why company executives saw the
possibilities of this operation.
This, according to Juan Carlos
Benavides, District Manager for
Aeromexico, who added that the
company expects a positive result
with the new route thanks to its
convenient schedule.
In detail: The daily flight will
be operated on Embraer 175
craft with departures from Puerto
Vallarta to Mexico City at 6:00,
8:40, 12:31, 14:26 and 18:51 hrs.
The flights from Mexico City to
Puerto Vallarta will depart at 7:00,
10:25, 12:35, 17:05 and 20:15 hrs.
An additional seasonal flight is
also programmed, which will begin
operations on December 15, 2017
and will continue through January
15, 2018.
Marc
Murphy,
Managing
Director of the Riviera Nayarit
Convention and Visitors Bureau,
was very pleased with the news,
considering that Mexico City is
the second city of origin in number
of visitors to the destination.
Aeromexico is among the airlines
bringing in the greatest number of
passengers to the Puerto VallartaRiviera Nayarit area, for a total of
more than 360,000 through July of
this year.
(Source: Riviera Nayarit CVB)
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Sunwing promotes Destinations of the Month
Canadian wholesaler Sunwing
Vacations has named the Riviera
Nayarit and Puerto Vallarta as
their “Partners of the Month,”
which is why both tourism
destinations will be part of an
intense promotional campaign
across their main marketing
platforms during the entire month
of October.
Sunwing Vacations has two
partners that sell very well in the
Bay of Banderas, which includes
the marketing offices of the
Riviera Nayarit Convention and
Visitors Bureau (CVB) and the
Puerto Vallarta Tourism Trust
(Fidetur), along with several of

the region’s hotels. The number
of incoming tourists from Canada
to the area was excellent during
the summertime, so promotions
are being stepped up in order to
prompt an increase for the 20172018 Winter season.
The promotion will focus
mainly on the regions of Victoria
and Abbotsford - both in the
province of British Columbia as well as Vancouver, Calgary,
Edmonton, Regina, Saskatoon,
Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa and
Montreal, and will use multiple
communication channels to
ensure sales. It will likewise
provide emphasis on educating

agents and consumers from
the region with privileged
information, highlighting some
of the local attributes.
In the case of the Riviera
Nayarit: the Marina Nayarit;
an 18-hole golf championship
in one of the destination’s six
magnificent golf courses; the
surfing offer in Sayulita; whale
watching; canopy tours and
fishing; as well as the Islas
Marietas National Park and its
marvelous Playa Escondida, an
icon of the region.
In Puerto Vallarta: a visit to
the Malecón (Boardwalk) with
its iconic restaurants and shops;
entertainment attractions and a
look at the nightlife; the church of
Our Lady of Guadalupe and the
traditional pilgrimages in honor
of the virgin that take place every
December.
To finalize the full month of
promotions, Sunwing will hold a
contest for consumers where they
will choose 8 people, each with a
companion, who will visit Puerto
Vallarta and the Riviera Nayarit
and experience the attractions of
each destination for themselves.

With these actions the Puerto
Vallarta-Riviera Nayarit region
will reinforce its presence in one
of the most important markets
in North America, according
to Marc Murphy, Managing
Director of the Riviera Nayarit
Convention and Visitors Bureau
(CVB).
Sunwing Vacations is a
wholesaler with a strong presence
in this Pacific Region. This is
one of the top tourism producers
in Canada, where it has built a
solid reputation with unequaled
service at an affordable price.
The facts:
The Barometer of the Riviera
Nayarit CVB indicated 270,232
Canadians arrived in this tourism
destination in 2017. Of the
total, 28.11% (75, 962) were
from British Columbia; 24.32%
(65,720) from Alberta; 17.12%
(46, 264) from Quebec; 14.17%
(38,292) from Ontario; 9.79%
(26,456) from Saskatchewan, and
6.49% (17, 538) from Manitoba.
(Source: Riviera Nayarit CVB Barometer)
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Largest marine protected area in North America to be created off Mexico
On October 5, the Mexican
government announced its intent to
create a new marine reserve in the
Pacific Ocean, the largest protected
area of its kind in North America.
Alejandro Del Mazo Maza,
representing Mexico’s National
Commission
of
Protected
Natural Areas, announced the
massive planned expansion of the
Revillagigedo marine park at the
Our Ocean conference in Malta.
The planned park will cover more
than 57,000 square miles, a vast
rectangle of ocean encompassing
the four Revillagigedo Islands,
small volcanic landmasses under
Mexico’s control that lie about 240
miles southwest of Baja California.
The islands are uninhabited except
for a small Mexican naval presence
and were named a World Heritage
Site in 2016 for their unique
biodiversity (the reserve is also
the location for the photo that won

the National Geographic Traveler
Photo Contest in 2015).
“With the goal of guaranteeing
maximum protection of this
World Heritage Site, our national
legislation’s strongest conservation
category will be used, and all forms
of fishing will be prohibited,” Del
Mazo said in a statement. He also
said that Mexico will not permit
the construction of hotel facilities
on the islands.
Previously, the islands had been
protected by a small reserve that
included only the waters up to
six miles off the land. That left
important feeding and migration
areas for sharks, rays, whales,
and other species in the path of
fishermen - who either target the
species, often illegally, or catch
them accidentally as bycatch.
But the planned park will be
designed to protect critical habitat
for those animals, as well as
corals and other fish. No fishing,
mining, or other intensive resource
development will be allowed in the
newly expanded reserve. (Read
more about the conservation efforts
underway in Baja California’s
fishing communities.)
“This is the wildest place in
tropical North America,” says
Enric Sala, a National Geographic
Explorer-in-Residence
who
led a Pristine Seas fact-finding
expedition to the area in March
2016. “It’s one of the places where
you can see the most giant manta
rays and sharks on the planet.”
During the expedition, the team
of more than a dozen scientists
saw “giant manta rays galore,”
says Sala. “We saw lots of sharks,
groupers, and tuna. It was a rare
place of large fish, with biodiversity
as if the Galápagos Islands had
opened a branch in Mexico.”
On land, the islands are home to
many sea and land birds, endemic
reptiles, and unique plants.
With a DeepSee submersible

and remote dropcams, the Pristine
Seas team also surveyed a ridge
about 300 feet beneath the surface.
There, they found “a beautiful soft
coral garden,” says Sala, packed
with corals, sea fans, sponges,
crabs, and fish.
When proposed, the reserve saw
some opposition from fishermen,
but fishing fleets used only a small
part of the waters, says Sala. Of
the entire Pacific range fished by
Mexico’s tuna fleet, only seven
percent of their effort was directed
in the waters of the newly expanded
reserve, he says.
And what’s more, Mexico’s
fishermen should see their catches
in waters outside the reserve
increase, says Sala, due to spillover of growing fish populations
in the protected waters. That’s
exactly what happened around
the Galápagos after fishing was
restricted in 1998, turning former
adversaries of the reserve into
supporters.
The proposed reserve should also
increase the amount of dive tourism
to the area, which is already a $15
million business. Boats often leave
out of the popular resort destination
Cabo San Lucas, a few hundred
miles away.
Each living manta ray is worth 57

times more to Mexico’s economy
through increased tourism than
the money received by selling its
body parts to Asia, Sala’s team
calculated.
The next step will be enforcement
of the reserve’s new boundaries.
Illegal fishermen have been
operating there with sophistication,
sometimes using helicopters to
spot for enforcement vessels.
The reserve is the newest marine
park that Sala and his Pristine Seas
initiative at National Geographic
helped bring into being. Over the
past few years, the project has
helped governments around the
world establish 16 new reserves,
covering some two million square
miles of ocean. The Revillagigedo
reserve will mark Pristine Seas’
seventeenth.
On October 4, the governments
of Chile and Niue announced three
new marine parks in the Pacific
Ocean that Pristine Seas had helped
scientifically survey. Combined,
the three parks protect 290,000
square miles of ocean from fishing
and extractive activities - an
area more than twice the size of
Germany.
(Source: news.nationalgeographic.com Brian Clark Howard & Michael Greshko)
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‘Transilvania’ opens Boutique Theatre season
Plays, concerts, more to follow
Catherine Caldera
Publicity Director

“Transilvania” is an original musical, set
to kick off the season of entertainment at
The Boutique Dinner Theatre. Performed in
Spanish, “Transilvania” opens at 8:30 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 15. It features Federico Fonseca,
Paul Tirzah Guerrero, and Alejandro
Lamas Bogarin, talented dancers and actors
returning to the Boutique after several years
away.
According to Fonseca, “You don’t need to
know Spanish to enjoy the energy and fun …
‘Transilvania’ is a monsters’ convention, a live
TV broadcast made by monsters.”
Monsters and scary characters from legends,
books and films get together to celebrate their
annual reunion - and a few problems arise.
Francis Dey, “Crooner Extraordinaire,” will
be taking the stage for his one-man singing
show. It will be at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Oct.
18, and at 6 p.m. Friday and Saturday, Oct.
20 and 21. To learn more about him and hear
clips, visit www.francisdeymusic.com
The theater is located upstairs at Nacho
Daddy, 287 Basilio Badillo, in the Romantic
Zone on the south side of town. Enjoy dinner
an hour before each show.
Follow The Boutique Dinner Theatre on
Facebook. For tickets and an up-to-the-minute
schedule of times and dates, go to www.btpv.org
New to the Boutique this season will
be Preview Nights for most shows. The night
before opening, audiences are invited to come
out for an evening of food, fun, and festivity to
meet-and-greet with the cast, enter to win raffle
prizes, and enjoy a live exclusive sneak preview
of the new production. Tickets to each Preview
Night can be purchased in advance at btpv.org,
along with regular production tickets.
The play “Ripcord” will celebrate its preview
on Nov. 22. Written by David Lindsay-Abaire,
the play is about two women forced together to
share a room in a senior living facility.
“Into the Woods” is scheduled for late
December and January. It is the musical in
which James Lapine and Stephen Sondheim

take favorite storybook characters, and bring
the to life. The Tony Award-winning book and
score make up a rare modern classic.
“You Caught Me Dancing” will light up
the stage in January, 2018. The story is about
Katy Leary, who for 30 years was servant and
companion to Sam “Mark Twain” Clemens.
The time is six months after his death in 1910.
Katy, 47, is closing the family home. Now that
Clemens, his wife and two of their daughters
are gone, Katy must make a new life for herself.
“Coming Apart,” by Fred Carmichael, will
go up in February. The romantic comedy opens
when a couple announces, simultaneously,
“I want a divorce!” Through flashbacks,
conversations with best friends, self-reflection
and interactions with each other, the couple
comes to a final and surprising decision.
A classic “whodunnit,” “Par for the
Corpse” will delight lovers of comedy and
murder mysteries in March. When a novelist
throws a party at her Catskills retreat, no one
expects a blizzard to strand everybody - nor
do they suspect there’s a killer amongst them.
No one will be able to guess the shocker of a
surprise-ending.

“Jacques Brel is Alive and Well and Living
in Paris” will play in late March and early April.
It is a musical review of the songs of entertainer
Jacques Brel. The original 1968 off-Broadway
production ran for four years, and spawned
international and regional productions. A film
adaptation was released in 1975.
In other Boutique highlights:
Puerto Vallarta’s “SYNG!” choir is set to
perform at 6 p.m. Friday and Saturday, Dec.
15 and 16. SYNG is also scheduled for March
11 and 12.
Starting in December and continuing through
March, the popular “Open Mic” nights will
take the stage, the last Tuesday of each month.
PV’s “Time 2 Play” band of experienced
musicians and singers will perform at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, February 8, 9
and 10.
Tim Williams, the blues singer, guitarist and
storyteller from Canada, returns for his third
season of appearances at the Boutique. His
shows are at 6 p.m. on Mondays, Feb. 12 and 26.
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THE 7 ARTS

2017-2018 ACT II SEASON
WELCOME TO THE YEAR OF ENTERTAINMENT
…ACT II ENTERTAINMENT!
WE PROUDLY PRESENT THE 2017 - 2018 SEASON
MAIN STAGE SHOWS

LEVI KREIS PIANO MAN
featuring Tony-Award
Winning Broadway, TV & Film
Star, Levi Kreis
OPENING NIGHT –
Thursday, February 1 PARTY 6 p.m. / SHOW AT 7:30
Show Dates (Red Room - 7:30)
February 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 17
Tony-Award Winning Levi
Kreis returns to Act II Stages
after two unprecedented, back-toback sell-out runs at Act II! The
handsome singer / songwriter /
actor electrified his audiences with
his soulful, southern, spirited voice
and intriguing good looks. In his
new show, Levi will dig deep inside
himself, in his signature piano /
vocal style, to share many of the
struggles that he experienced on
his way to stardom… his strict,
religious background, addictions, not
believing in himself, as well as many
more of the trials and tribulations
during his rise to the stardom.
Levi Kreis is one of the most
honest communicators you will
ever find. He executes his craft
with profound vulnerability, a
soulfulness that leaves you feeling
as though you’ve experienced
something deeply personal. In
every area of his expertise,
Kreis has been awarded for his
commitment to the highest quality
of entertainment. However, what
people value most about Levi is
how he makes them feel.

To Kreis, art is a real-life
conversation that is that is healing,
as much as it is entertaining. Levi
says, “I see art as an opportunity
to convey something deeper,
something spiritual. When you
touch an audience at this level,
they remember it forever.”
Kreis is best known for
originating the role of Jerry Lee
Lewis in Broadway’s Tonynominated musical, Million Dollar
Quartet.
The role won Levi
the 2010 Tony Award for “Best
Featured Act in a Musical,”
a 2010 Outer Critic’s Circle
Award, and a 2010 Drama League
nomination. Other notable stage
credits include the Tony-nominated
revival of Violet, starring Sutton
Foster, Smokey Joe’s Café, and
the national tour of Rent. In film,
Lei is best known for his role as
Fenton, Adam’s brother (Matthew
McConaghey) in Bill Paxton’s
directorial debut, Frailty (2001).
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Levi began his acting career with
film and has recently returned to
the screen with roles in The Divide
(2017) and A Very Sordid Wedding
(2017). Surprisingly, acting was
never Levi’s primary pursuit.
Kreis is a singer/songwriter
whose piano pop records have been
featured on network television
shows, including The Vampire
Diaries, Sons of Anarchy, So You
Think You Can Dance, Mob Wives,
The Apprentice, Days of Our
Lives, Young and the Restless, and
several films. With six albums to
date, and a 2009 OutMusic Award
for “Stained Glass Window,” (the
theme song for the Del Shores
film, Southern Baptist Sissies,)
Kreis has built a loyal following
that continues to expand the reach
of his own label imprint, Vision
9 Records.
Levi is currently
recording his 7th album which is
slated for November 2017.
Levi is truly one of the most
famous, but most humble,
genuinely nice guys that we have
ever hosted here at Act II, AND
he is a bona fide star! Don’t
miss this opportunity to see this
extraordinary performer. Be sure
and get your tickets now because
his shows will sell out early!

LORENA PERIL,
“QUEEN”
OF VALLARTA
RETURNS FOR 3 DAYS
IN FEBRUARY!
OPENING NIGHT Tuesday, February 6 - PARTY
AT 6:30 p.m. / SHOW AT 8:00
Show Dates (Main Stage - 8:00 p.m.)
February 6, 7, 8
Two
years
ago,
the
sensational Lorena Peril, along
with her handsome hubby, Ray Jon
Narbaitz, burst headlong into the
Puerto Vallarta entertainment scene
and CHANGED IT FOREVER!

able to arrange a few days off so
that she and Ray Jon could return
to Puerto Vallarta for this annual
three-day event! This will be a
3-day continuous party, and it’s
guaranteed that all three shows will
sell out!

DEBBY HOLIDAY

We are absolutely thrilled to
welcome our very own Lorena
and Ray Jon back to Act II Stages
again this season!!
Lorena and Ray Jon are both
seasoned performers. Lorena had
been a headliner in Las Vegas for
many years when she met Ray
Jon, a well-known guitarist. They
fell in love, got married, left Las
Vegas and travelled to Europe.
Lorena landed the role of Sandy
in an arena tour of “Grease”
and Ray Jon played that wound
throughout Europe, and the U.K.,
Germany, France, the Netherlands
and Italy. Upon their return to
Las Vegas, they developed their
very funny and quirky “Sonny and
Charo” type of cabaret show and
brought it to Puerto Vallarta. The
entire city fell in love with the,
and many fans returned over
and over to see their show! It
received absolutely outstanding
reviews and was THE show to see!
Fast
forward
to
the
present… Lorena is a headline
singer in Anita Mann´s show,
“FANTASY,” at the Luxor Hotel
in Las Vegas. Since she returned
home to Las Vegas, Lorena has
been overwhelmed by the many
loyal friends and fans from Puerto
Vallarta that have made the trip
to Las Vegas, just to see her
show!! This incredible following
has not gone unnoticed by
FANTASY producers, so, for the
past two years, Lorena has been

featuring Billboard artist,
Debby Holiday
OPENING NIGHT – Tuesday,
February 20 - PARTY AT
6:30 p.m. /SHOW AT 7:30
Show Dates (Red Room - 7:30 p.m.)
February 20, 22, 24, 27, March 1 & 3
Back by popular demand,
DEBBY HOLIDAY, International
singer/songwriter
with
15
Billboard Top 20 Dance Club
Chart Hits, returns to the Red
Room for her second season! With
her unique vocal talents, Debby
performs non-stop, high energy
dance music, as well as heavy

rock ‘n roll and classic standards.
Debby has been involved in the
music industry since she was
a little girl. Her father, Jimmy
Holiday, was a passionate and
soulful artist who had several hit
singles and co-wrote many hit
songs. Debby’s unique sound is
a mixture of soul and rock. She
started to write songs at the age of
13 and broke into the dance scene

10
hard-working off stage before she
steps into that spotlight to make
each performance an event for her
audience.”

invites his childhood sweetheart
to a hotel for sex. In the final act,
“Visitor from Forest Hills,” a bride
has locked herself in the bathroom
on her wedding day, as her parents
desperately try to get her out.   
Plaza Suite is produced by
the elite PV production team,
NuName Productions, and directed
by Edoardo Rocha. Overflowing
with gags, jokes, one-liners and
laughable human frailties, Plaza
Suites is a sparkling gem.

“PLAZA SUITE”
A Comedy Stage Play
OPENING NIGHT –
Sunday, February 24 PARTY 6 p.m. / SHOW AT 7
Show Dates (Main Stage - 7 p.m.)
February 24, 27, 28
March 3, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14, 17,
20, 21, 24, 27, 28, 31

Editor’s Note: Please make sure you read next week’s issue of
the PV Mirror for more detailed descriptions of upcoming shows
in 2018 at Act II ! For detailed descriptions of the shows opening
prior to those in this listing, please check:
www.pvmcitypaper.com/download/461.pdf
www.pvmcitypaper.com/download/462.pdf
www.pvmcitypaper.com/download/463.pdf and
www.pvmcitypaper.com/download/464.pdf

Plaza Suite is a hilarious comedy,
composed of three acts, all set in
Room #719 at the Plaza Hotel in
New York City. In the first act,
“Visitor from Mamaroneck,” a
middle-aged married couple tries
to rekindle their dying spark. In
the second act, “Visitor from
Hollywood,” a film producer

The Act II Entertainment STAGES complex is located on the 2nd
floor at 300 Insurgentes (corner of Basilio Badillo) on the South side
of Puerto Vallarta. For more information, please call 222-1512, or
follow Act II on Facebook. See what else is playing at Act II STAGES!

(See location number on Central Map)

and the Billboard Top 10 in 2004
with her songs, “Dive” and “Half
a Mile Away”. Debby has shared
the stage with legendary recording
artists such as John Waite and
Rod Stewart, appearing on several
television programs including The
View, The Rosie O’Donnell
Show and The David Letterman
Show. During her career, Debby
has toured and opened for rock
superstars including Joe Walsh,
Rod Stewart and Kiss.
Director Del Shore says, “Have
you ever watched and heard a
singer, and your body literally
has a physical reaction during
the performance? Goosebumps?
Chills? Heart racing? That’s
what happens every time I hear
Debby Holiday sing. Debby is a
goddess, singing from her heart
and from the depths of her soul.
Debby LIVES her songs. It’s a
religious experience, truly. And
Debby is always professional and

4
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Joe Harrington

Blade Runner: 2049 & the 2nd Amendment
MOVIES: This movie received
a whopping 89% approval rating
on Rotten Tomatoes. I fall in with
the 11% opposed. Parts of the
movie were excellent, part good,
part not good.
This flick is two hours and 44
minutes long. The last time I
watched a SciFi film move this
slowly was 2001 A Space Odyssey,
except the pace worked in that
effort.
Worst part for me was the music.
Actually, the only real music in
this was short excerpts by Elvis
and Sinatra. The rest of the sound
track sounded like either a sick bull

elephant or steel girders groaning
as they collapsed.
If what this movie predicts will
occur in the next 30 years we’re
in for one hell of a ride. On one
hand, marvelous invention
like hover craft and dazzling
holograms; on the other hand
parts of the planet reeling from
the aftermath of a nuclear war.
Harrison Ford, who doesn’t
appear until more than halfway
through the flick, is, as usual,
excellent. So is Ryan Gosling.
Problem isn’t acting, it is
deadly snail-like pacing.
MADNESS: The most
lethal weapon I have fired
was a quad-fifty, this while
serving in advanced infantry
and tank support in the Army.
That weapon has four fiftycaliber machineguns mounted
on a halftrack. It requires
four loaders and one shooter.
It spews out 1,500 rounds a
minute.
Each gun can be set at a different
level: typically one aimed at 50
yards away, the next 75 yards, then
100 and 125. It was an anti-aircraft
tool in WWII, converted to an antipersonnel weapon in Korea.
The text of the 2nd Amendment:
A well regulated MILITIA, being
necessary to the security of a free
state, the right of the PEOPLE to
keep and bear arms, shall not be
infringed.
According to the Merriam
Webster dictionary the word militia
means: a part of the organized
armed forces of a country liable to
call only in an emergency.

A well regulated militia, for
most reasonable people, is a state’s
national guard, not one man’s right
to tote an Uzi.
Also, the 2nd Amendment states
the right of the people to bear
arms. People is plural, person is
singular. If the Founding Fathers
wanted to give me the right to arm
it would have read: “the right of a
person…”
Here’s a bit of legal history:
In 1876, U.S. v Cruikshank, the
Supreme Court ruled: “The right
to bear arms is NOT granted by

the Constitution; neither is it
in any manner dependant upon
that instrument for its existence
and limited in scope of the 2nd
Amendment’s protection to the
federal government.”
The individual’s legal right of
ownership – despite citizens buying
more than two hundred million
guns before this ruling -- only dates
back to 2008, when the Supreme
Court – those same brains who
gave us Citizens United – ruled on
this issue stating the amendment
protects an individual’s right to
possess and carry firearms.
So what happened? The NRA
has grown more and more powerful

over the decades. It not only makes
contributions to lawmakers, but
also puts out hit lists against any
politician who dares to propose
restrictions.
Ironically, the week following
the massacre in Las Vegas, it was
scheduled for our lawmakers to
vote to allow a person to buy a gun
with a silencer. The reasoning? To
protect shooters at a range from
hurting their hearing.
How people can make statements
like this with a straight face is
beyond my comprehension. We’ve
all seen films with people at a
shooting range, and in almost all
cases those people are wearing
hearing protection gear.
When will the insanity of
extending this right to individuals
to own weapons of war end? Or
stop expanding? What next? My
right to own a quad-fifty?
It was painful to listen to some
lawmakers this past week mouth
garbage like, “Now is NOT the
time to discuss this issue.” If
not now when? After the next
massacre?
Second most painful thing
to listen to was those same
representatives espousing what
our Founding Fathers meant when
they drafted the 2nd Amendment. I
don’t know what those men had in
mind any more than anyone living
today does, but I do know the
weapon of choice back then was a
musket that fired one ball and took,
by an expert, about thirty seconds
to reload.
Britain and Australia have
addressed this issue head on –
successfully.
When will America?

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published true
crime author and documentary
film director. He can be reached
with suggestions or criticisms at
JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com
Artwork by Matt Regan.
Cartoon of Joe by Bob Crabb.
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Mellow Mondays at Casa Karma
support Los Mangos Public Library
Attend Mellow Mondays at
Casa Karma on October 16,
23 or 30, from 7 to 9 p.m., and
help the Biblioteca Los Mangos
Public Library raise funds for our
cultural and academic programs,
including APAPACHO, our
one-of-a-kind early childhood

education program. Casa Karma
now features Mellow Mondays,
intimate soirées in which
beautiful live music becomes the
underscore for great conversation,
a casual food fare menu and cash
bar cocktails benefiting local
non-profit organizations.

Biblioteca Los Mangos is proud
and grateful to have been chosen
as the recipient organization
during the month of October!
• Live music, with special
guests on each occasion
• Light fare menu
• Cash bar
• Spectacular sunset view
• Air-conditioned
• No reservations required
Casa Karma is located at 1247
Carr. Barra de Navidad, Conchas
Chinas. For more information,
please call 221-6047, or visit
their website, casakarma.net
For more information about
Biblioteca Los Mangos, please
visit bibliotecalosmangos.com
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Anna Reisman
Facebook has been in the news a
lot lately, not necessarily good, but
despite that aspect of its operations,
I’m delighted that it exists. In
addition to enabling us to find and
reconnect with old friends, it also
allows us to share and enjoy the
photos posted every day by those
Vallartan friends who are traveling
around the world this summer.
I do not envy, I am sincerely happy
for them and their experiences, but
I confess that I would return to
some of the beautiful places they’re
visiting for the first time. Who
knows? Maybe one day I’ll start
traveling again, like I used to …in
my “former life”, before moving to
Vallarta.
My annual trip to the Great
White North is very boring in
comparison.
I thought about
posting some of the photos I took
in Toronto and Montreal, but after
seeing those taken by my friends
in Peru, Europe, Columbia, Brazil,
etc., I decided they weren’t worth
the time it would take for me to
download them to my laptop, then
my FB page. So there.
Besides, most of them were of
flowers and parks and more parks.
Come to think of it, I do envy, I

envy all those cities
that have beautiful
parks and loads
of green spaces
and play areas
for children – something Vallarta
is sadly lacking, despite the
beautifully lush, jungle-covered
Sierra Madre that hugs us.
I know I’ve written about this
before, and I apologize for being
repetitive, but it’s something
that I think of every day, every
time I drive along Carranza or
Constitución or Basilio Badillo,
where the sun doesn’t even reach
the sidewalks any more because of
the new condo buildings going up.
And then there’s all the bad
news we’ve been getting via all
the media, for the last month
or more… I feel so bad for the
victims of the tragedies that have
befallen them. That’s really the
main reason for the absence of this
column in the last few issues of the
Mirror. It’s hard to be upbeat under
these circumstances, at least as far
as I’m concerned.
Nevertheless, I was very happy,
happy to be home, back with my
entire ten-member furry ménagerie
…until last week.

According to the latest report of
the global anti-corruption coalition
Transparency International, the
payment of bribes to access basic
public services is more common in
Mexico than any other country in
Latin America and the Caribbean.
Okay, that may be so, but I can’t
even get in touch with anyone at
Telmex to test that method. Our
land line suddenly stopped working
properly. I only found out when
someone called my cell number
to inform me of it. (We did find it
strange that no one was calling…)
As of this writing, we haven’t been
able to receive calls at the office
for seven days. We can call out but
that’s it.
And every time we called
Telmex, daily, sometimes more
than once per day, we had to deal
with an automated system that
always told us the same things:
“the problem with your number
has already been reported... Your
report number is... Someone will
come fix the problem between 9
a.m. and 1 p.m...” Needless to say,
no technician ever appeared, no
human response to our daily calls
and no known method of contacting
one. Today, I actually got a
connection with a human being, a
very nice young lady who listened
to my tale of woe and promised
to have a supervisor call me. It
happened! Another nice young
lady, who apologized profusely

for the inconvenience we’ve been
suffering and confessed that the
manager of Telmex Vallarta never
responded to the email that was
sent to him a week ago. “Can’t
you call him or her?” “Oh, no, we
don’t call, we don’t even have a
phone number. Everything is done
by internet.” Go figure.
Anyway, lo and behold, next
thing I know there’s someone at
my door, the dogs are all happy,
and so am I ‘cause it’s a Telmex
technician!
The supervisor
obviously did something right.
Bless her. And our problem wasn’t
even caused by the pole that was
felled in our neighborhood during
the last big storm. It was just a
connection of the main line into the
house, probably due to Vallarta’s
humidity …and old age.
I can’t even imagine being
incommunicado for weeks on
end like the poor folks in Oaxaca,
Puerto Rico, the islands in the
Caribbean, the ones in Texas and
in California…
We are blessed. This Bay of
Banderas is blessed. And may God
bless our friend Sylvie Scopazzo
for her work in Oaxaca. Our
problems are minimal, minuscule
compared to those of so many in
the rest of the world in these times.
Take good care of yourself and
your loved ones, dear reader. Hasta
la próxima vez. sheis@ymail.com
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Pozole + LIVE Music Fiesta
Fundraising event at EL ARRAYÁN
Benefiting direct earthquake relief efforts
in southern Oaxaca
Claudia Victoria R. & Carmen
Porras E. owners of EL ARRAYÁN
Mexican Restaurant in Puerto
Vallarta are very excited and proud
to announce this benefit event on
Sunday October 29th, 2017, from
5.30 pm to 11pm. Chef Diego
Sánchez A. and his kitchen team will
be cooking the traditional hearty soup
Pozole with pork (or vegan option).
Local musicians will be playing
a repertoire of Mexican & Latin
American Music LIVE.
After the strong earthquakes of
September 7th & 19th, and the following
tropical storms that have badly hit our
brothers in the area of Tehuantepec
Isthmus, the regional “Community
High School José Martí” has been
turned into a help center for the town
of San Francisco Ixhuatán, Oaxaca.
For the time being, classes have been
suspended until the local residents
have more humane conditions to

continue living a more normal life
and return to their usual activities.
According to the school’s Principal,
Prof. Manuel Antonio: “We have
counted the structures in this small
town, 70% of them are damaged by
quakes or the following floods. These
buildings are to be demolished soon.
We are in a very difficult situation,
facing this emergency.”
This school has been used
most recently as: a collection &
distribution center for food items,
medical supply, clothing & building

materials. Dental & medical
services. Psychological help for
the children & the elderly. People
from the community, all the brave
students, and teaching body have
helped as a volunteer team during
these very tough times.
If you wish to join ELARRAYÁN
with our direct relief efforts, during
a very special evening, come enjoy
LIVE music, authentic food &
original drinks this October 29th!
Tickets in advance, only cash
payments, will be available at EL
ARRAYÁN, Monzón Brewing Co.
& the Spanish Experience Center.
Price per person per ticket in
advance: $ 200 pesos
Price per person per ticket at
the door: $ 230 pesos
1 ticket includes:
1 Bowl of Pozole (pork or vegan)
+ All the garnishings (tostadas, cabbage,
radish, onion, oregano & hot sauces)
+ 1 glass Monzón Brewing Co.’s
craft beer
There will also different chances
to contribute in cash to the
fundraising efforts. (Bring pesos &
change please!)
Other drink & food options:
special flavor “agua frescas”, tequilacitrus “cantaritos”, fun “mezcalitos”,
local craft beer, Carmen’s banana leaf
chicken tamales, fried imperial rolls,
homemade ice-creams, flan, churros.
Raffle tickets available to win:
cooking classes, Spanish classes,
local food tours & other fun surprises
to be added.
100% of all funds raised will be
transferred directly to the school’s
bank account, so they can continue
their helping efforts.
Several purveyors / businesses in
our community will be joining us in
these efforts.

We thank them all for helping.
Businesses: Spanish Experience
Center, Vallarta Eats Food Tours,
Monzón Brewing Co., Bonito
Kitchen, Sabor Amor Personal Chefs,
Movie PickNick, Hello Bike, Peyote
People, Adrian Takano.
Purveyors:
Carnicería
Colín,
Tostadas Emma, Vinos Anfitrión
de México, Frutería San Salvador,
Tortillería y Molino La Hija del Maíz.
El Arrayán is a Mexican restaurant
with soul and an intimate setting.
Established in Puerto Vallarta since
2003, offers a rich variety of authentic
Mexican dining options, where only the
best recipes are cooked with the freshest
ingredients. This makes us a proud
representative of Mexican cuisine,
declared by UN’s UNESCO “Intangible
Heritage of Humanity” in 2010.
344 Allende, downtown, just 4
blocks from the Malecón. Open from
5:30 to 11 p.m. Closed on Tuesdays.
Reservations for dinner can be made
at
http://elarrayan.com.mx/en/
reservation/ or call (322) 222-7195.
We accept: Visa, MasterCard and
American Express.
* TripAdvisor 4.5 Points, Certificate
of Excellence
* AAA Approved 3 Diamond Award
* Listed in the prestigious guide books:
Fodor’s, Frommer’s, Lonely Planet
* FB https://www.facebook.com/
elarrayan/ Twitter and Instagram:
#elarrayanpv, @elarrayanpv
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October is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month
Giselle Belanger

RN, LCSW

We all know someone diagnosed with breast cancer
How many of you know someone
who has been diagnosed with breast
cancer? All of you, right? I cannot
imagine not knowing anyone who’s
been diagnosed. The more poignant
question is how close were/are they
to you; a friend of a friend, someone
else’s Aunt, mother, sister, mom or
did it strike one your best friends or
a family member? Personally, I have
a sister-in-law who was diagnosed
several years ago, fortunately in an
early stage, and is now in remission.
I also have a cousin who is my age,
currently in the battle for her life.
It
seems
inescapable.
It’s
everywhere. That is because it is
the most common form of cancer
among women (besides skin cancer).
Statistically, “1 in 8 women in the
United States will develop invasive
breast cancer over the course of her
lifetime… In 2010, an estimated
207,090 new cases of invasive breast
cancer are expected to be diagnosed
in women in the U.S., along with
54,010 new cases of non-invasive
breast cancer.” (www.breastcancer.
org/symptoms/understand_bc/
statistics.jsp) NOTE: (“Invasive”
cancer has spread outside the milk
duct or milk-making glands and
has grown into normal tissue inside
the breast. It is called “metastatic”
cancer if it spreads to other parts of
the body through the bloodstream
(to the brain, bones, liver, or lungs)
and lymphatic system the (lymph
nodes in the armpit or beyond).
(www.breastcancer.org/symptoms/
diagnosis/invasive.jsp)
Contrary to popular belief that most
cases of breast cancer are hereditary,
the opposite is in fact true. “About
70-80% of breast cancer occurs in
women who have no family history of

breast cancer”. (www.breastcancer.
org/symptoms/understand_bc/
statistics.jsp). Neither my sisterin-law nor my cousin has a family
history of breast cancer.
My cousin’s story
My cousin’s story is tragic on so
many levels. Following a very bitter
divorce, she was left without health
insurance. When she was finally
diagnosed, it was very advanced, and
she and her family, particularly her
mother, had to scramble to find not
only the best treatments, but also a
way to pay for them. As we all know,
healthcare costs are astronomical in
the States. Her mother re-mortgaged
her home and borrowed money from
everyone she could think of. Her
siblings gave what they could and
finally my cousin was accepted on a
special medication trial.
In addition to the traditional
chemotherapy and radiation, they
investigated alternative options
from healthy eating and nutritional
supplements to very cutting edge
treatments
including
building
cancer antibodies. These treatments
worked and she entered remission.
The tumors shrank and her immune
system recovered. Despite the great
news, her mother and family were
horribly in debt and exhausted.
Family support
Everyone sacrificed so much. At
age 72, her mother forfeited any
hope of retirement, and continues
to work 10 and 12-hour days. Her
siblings rallied around her. They took
her to doctor’s appointments, grocery
shopped, made the meals, stayed
with her during hospitalizations, and
helped with her teenage children who
needed to be driven to school and
activities. When my cousin was able,

she did as much as was allowed or
recommended by the doctors. One
sibling even moved in with her and
took care of her when she was too
weak and in too much pain to do
anything on her own.
Recently, she was given the
devastating news that her cancer had
metastasized to her spine and liver.
She is in tremendous pain, which
is only manageable on narcotic
analgesic pain killers. She has only
been given a 10% chance of living. In
response to this, her ex-husband who
had been paying the mortgage as part
of the divorce agreement, decided to
stop paying it, telling her and the kids
that she is going to die anyway and
the children were going to eventually
live with him, so why bother paying
anymore. She is now faced with a
foreclosure as she battles for her life.
I did not share this tragic and
personal story for pity or sympathy.
Instead, to emphasize how the entire
family system is involved and plays
roles. Not only was my cousin’s
immediate family; her children and
ex-husband involved and affected,
so were her siblings and mother. The
family system is a powerful thing
and the reaction of each member can
be positive or negative. They can
dramatically facilitate or hinder the
healing process.
Do everything possible
When someone receives a
potentially
life-threatening
diagnosis, they want to know every
possible treatment; conventional and
alternative, because they want to live.
The basic instinct to survive is very
powerful and motivating. Suddenly,
we are ready to be healthy, make
lifestyle changes, eat differently,
exercise, and give-up bad habits. We
frantically search for answers.
Fortunately, there are more

alternatives and options than ever.
There are two fabulous books I
recommend. The first one (winner
of the 2006 Best Health Book of the
Year) is written by an acquaintance
of mine, Dr. Christine Horner, called
“Waking the Warrior Goddess”.
Christine left a highly lucrative
plastic surgery practice in order to
dedicate herself to breast cancer
prevention and wellness. She lost
her own mother to breast cancer and
successfully got a federal law passed,
which requires insurance companies
to pay for breast augmentations
after mastectomies. In the book, she
describes many ways of preventing
breast cancer or curing it once you’ve
been diagnosed. Everything is based
on highly regarded research. It is a
must read. www.drchristinehorner.
com/books
The second book written by
Suzanne Somers (Three’s Company
TV actress), also offers a wealth of
information. Suzanne is a cancer
survivor who did not choose
traditional
western
medicine
treatment. She dedicated many years
to researching and interviewing
doctors regarding cancer treatments.
She has authored many books, and
recently dedicated an entire book to
preventing and beating cancer, called
“Knockout”. She includes a lot of
great information including stem
cell therapy and cancer anti-body
(dendritic cell) therapy. Both of these
are available in Mexico and many
countries around the world. www.
suzannesomers.com/Knockout/
I also highly recommend that women
consider thermograms. Go to: http://
drsherri.wordpress.com/2007/08/28/
thermogram-vs-mammogram
Hopefully, we won’t all wait for a
diagnosis before we make positive
healthy changes in our lives!

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for appointments
in person, by phone, or by skype webcam.
Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com
Mex cell: (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203.
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Krystal Frost

The building of community… Llaganiza
In
honor
of
Indigenous
Recognition Day, I thought of this
re write...
My daughter and I recently
returned from a formable passage
to participate in the wedding of
a friend of mine. The Zapoteca
event unfolded over a 3-day period,
involving the entire population of
the mountain village, Llaganiza,
in the state of Oaxaca. The bride
price, we heard in the outdoor
community kitchen, was said to
have been between 50 and 80
turkeys. The groom’s family was
actually offered one of the older
daughters at a more economical

rate, but the 30-odd year-old
gentleman had his heart set on
the youngest. I had the honor of
dancing with the bride during one
of the many opportunities of dance
in which everybody dances with
everybody, and discovered she was
21 years old. So even though they
seemed quite serious on such a
joyous day (it may have something
to do with the tight shoes, high
heels and marching up and down
the cobble stone streets behind the
banda), it seemed to be at least a
suitable match.
I could share with you a huge
amount of details. How the meals
are handled, the color, the sounds,
etc. I could paint you a lively
picture full of ethnic color in the
modern day thriving and defined
ancient Zapoteca culture. But, what
most impressed me of the whole
event are the strength, commitment
and definition of these people as a
community.
Their defined social order starts
with the oldest women. They are
like strong generals in directing
troops. It was amazing to watch

them in action as they pointed,
scurried and sung commands.
They are in charge of birthing,
deaths,
arranging
marriages,
guardians of rituals, defining land
rights, and settling disputes. So of
course, the children automatically
are educated in respect for their
authority. The adolescences and
young adults consult with these
elders when in question in any
matter from schooling, careers to
personal issues. I was impressed
on how sophisticated they seemed,
imparting age-old wisdom in the
face of modern dilemmas.
The family of my friend Blanca
is no exception. Her 4 boys and
1 daughters’ social and formal
education (all lawyers), respect,
commitment
and
personal
directions are a credit to Blanca’s
traditional upbringing.
These
principles spill over into their
professional and personal lives in
Mexico City.

Another thing I noticed is that
homosexuality is considered a
normal, natural part of their society,
even being considered a blessing to
the family.
This small Zapoteca community
produces young adults who know
who they are, know where they are
going, and have a firm grasp on
the rightness and purpose of their
lives. The Elders are respected,
honored and cared for.
I went with my daughter as a guest
of one of the brides Godmothers.
We had a wonderful time and are
thankful for their open-hearted
acceptance of our participation.
Now we have been invited back
for another wedding… along with
the honor of being asked to be one
of the many Godmothers, comes
the task of driving to Puebla to
negotiate the bride price in live
turkeys.
But that’s another story.

Krystal Frost
Is a long time resident of Puerto
Vallarta, graduate of the University
of Guadalajara, who specialized in
cosmetic acupuncture at Bastyr
University in Washington State. She
has owned Body & Sol for some 20
years where she practices traditional
Chinese medicine, acupuncture,
massage therapy, yoga, meditation
and nutritional counseling. Questions
and comments may be directed to
krystal.frost73@hotmail.com
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Harriet Murray

Preparing to sell your property
When real estate markets transition from seller’s to buyer’s
markets, agents tend to put a lot more money and work into selling
listings. In seller’s markets, good marketing can bring higher prices
and, in buyer’s markets, it could mean the difference between sold
or expired.
1. Photograph the front
Most home buyers begin a home search online, so good photos
are essential. Listings without a photo or with only an exterior
shot are often passed over and ignored. Buyers are visual. Follow
these tips and your house photo will look ten times better than the
competition’s:
- Crop out sidewalks and streets.
- Remove vehicles from driveway / front of home.
- Shoot up-close & angled photos.
- Avoid shade on the house.
- Clear away vegetation blocking front door or path to door.
2. Exterior photographs
If you own a condo or townhome without a yard, then take pictures
of the clubhouse, pool, spa or tennis courts. If you have a yard,
however, buyers will want to see it.
- Emphasize space and shoot long.
- Remove evidence of pets.
- Put away children’s toys.
- Avoid shooting into the sun.
3. Interior photographs
Take photographs of every room. Even if you suspect the room
won’t photograph well, shoot it anyway because the photo quality
just might astonish you and be useable.
- Open drapes & blinds
- Turn on lights.
- Focus on interesting details like the condition of a wood floor
or a fireplace mantle.
- Remove trash cans & close toilet lids in bathrooms.
- Use floral arrangements in kitchens & dining rooms
4. Virtual tours
Virtual tours aren’t just to showcase million-dollar homes anymore.
Every home should have a virtual tour, even if it’s only two spins.
Buyers love, love, love virtual tours.
- A good virtual tour will grab a buyer by the hand and lead
her from room to room, showing a 360-degree view.

5. Signage
Signage encourages home shoppers to immediately call you or
your agent. It’s free advertising!
- Some homeowner associations prohibit real estate signs.
- Try talking to a neighbor whose home is located at the corner
of a busy street, asking for permission to put a sign in
that yard with an arrow pointing toward yours.
- Agent signs should include the phone number
of the closest office.
6. Direct Mail
If you’re an unrepresented seller, you can buy mailing lists from list
brokers. If you are represented by an agent, ask about a direct mail
program. I prefer oversized four-color postcards because they are
inexpensive to mail and eye-catching. Here are three places to mail:
- Neighbors. Everybody has friends and relatives who might
want to move near them.
- Agents who represent buyers in your neighborhood.
- Buyers who live in other areas and often relocate
to your neighborhood.
7. Open Houses
Not every home is suitable for an open house due to location or
other factors, and sometimes the only way to determine that is to try
it. If nobody comes, that’s probably a good indication. However,
if your home is located near a high traffic area where buyers often
swarm, then it’s a good candidate.
- Place open house signs throughout the area directing buyers.
- Advertise in the newspaper
- Invite the neighbors!
This article is based upon legal opinions, current practices and
my personal experiences. I recommend that each potential buyer
or seller of real estate conduct his own due diligence and review.

Harriet Murray
can be contacted at: harriet@casasandvillas.com
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EMERGENCY
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911

297.7224

Airline Directory
AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER
01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000
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Netflix - Evolving and Growing
Netflix has just passed the
104 million subscriber mark (!)
when it added another 5 million
subscribers in the quarter ending in
June. 52 million are from the US
and the other half are from newer
worldwide markets.
From its
beginning, Netflix thought ahead
and avoided the whole “brick and
mortar” concept of entertainment…
and especially “late fees”.
While Blockbuster Video stores
were king back in 1990’s, Netflix
founders saw a different future for
home entertainment. When Netflix
was founded in 1997, the inspiration
was to bring DVD rentals to your
mailbox and save you the trip to the
video rental store and no more “late
fees”. The whole idea of starting
Netflix came about in 1997 when
co-founder, Reed Hastings, went to
return a DVD to his neighborhood
Blockbuster… 6 weeks overdue and
he got slammed with a $40 overdue
fee. I remember all too well those
dreaded late fees, and cursed every
time. I wish I had the vision that
Reed Hastings had, to do something
about it!

Now Blockbuster had been
acquired by Viacom in 1994
and since becoming part of the
entertainment giant, corporate greed
and inability to forecast a changing
market,
were
Blockbuster’s
downfall. Blockbuster even had
the chance to purchase Netflix in
2000 for a small sum of $50 million
US, but stubborn as it was, it turned
down the offer.
Instead, Blockbuster decided
to start its own online service by
signing a 20-year deal to deliver
on demand entertainment with a
company called Enron Broadband
Services. This was of course a
subsidiary of the energy trading
giant Enron - enough said.
With Enron’s bankruptcy a year
later in 2001, amid huge accounting
frauds, Blockbuster was back at
square one in terms of getting its
online streaming service up and
running. It would be another 3
years till Blockbuster FINALLY
launched it, in 2004. Blockbuster
also eliminated late fees in its
brick and mortar stores at the same
time. But after a 7-year late start,

Blockbuster could never catch up to
Netflix and even reintroduced late
fees in March 2010, in an effort to
grab cash to try and save itself.
By September 2010, the writing
was on the wall and with losses of
over $1 Billion US, Blockbuster
finally filed for bankruptcy. From
2004 earnings of over $6 Billion US
to bankrupt in 2010, has to be one of
the biggest corporate disasters ever.
Now by 2009, Netflix had
over 100,000 DVD titles in their
revolving library and over 10
million subscribers, mostly in the
US still. Just 2 short years later, the
subscribers jumped to 26 million
with 3 million outside the US now.
By 2011, most internet was up to
a speed where online streaming
was more reliable. Digital revenue
for 2011 had already reached $1.5
Billion US for Netflix.
With this explosion of smart
devices and subscribers being so
connected, 2012 marked the year
where actual DVD rentals became
secondary to renting and viewing
entertainment online.
For the forward thinkers at
Netflix, all bets have paid off. As I
mentioned at the top of the article,
Netflix is now sitting with 104
million subscribers worldwide - 52
million in the US and 52 million
outside the US. Netflix has yet to
start service (officially) in China.
It is estimated that over 10 million
subscribers of Netflix are actually
in China already and of course
using a VPN to get around their
government censorships.
A big jump in subscribers is due
to the decision a couple of years
ago to start developing their own
content. House of Cards, Arrested
Development and Orange is the
New Black are just some of the
many original series and movies
that Netflix is now producing.
Emmy awards for television
excellence are now being handed
to Netflix hand over fist. In 2013
and 2014, Netflix original shows
received a total of 43 nominations

and they took home 10 Emmys!
Now all this original content and
limited advertising, may come at
a price for subscribers. In 2015,
subscribers already saw a one dollar
per month increase in the online
streaming fees. This could become
a regular happening in the years to
come, to beef up revenues.
Just last week, Netflix announced
a new round of pricing increases as
of November 2017. The standard
tier, which allows subscribers to
watch on two screens at once, will
be bumped up from $9.99 to $10.99
US per month. The premium tier,
which is available in Ultra HD and
allows users to watch on up to four
screens, will go up from $11.99
to $13.99 US. Thankfully, the
Basic $7.99 US per month plan for
watching one screen at a time, will
remain the same.
Here in paradise, you can get
service for Netflix, but you will
be redirected to Netflix Mexico
(and limited US content) due to
copyright restrictions. Most movie
selections are the same in both US
and Mexico Netflix. The TV series
selection is different however.
For several years, VPN’s (virtual
private network) was a way around
this geographical issue for us here
in paradise, but Netflix as well as
many other providers have sniffed
our VPN usage and blocked VPN
usage now.
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click
on “articles”. See you again next
week... until then, remember: only
safe Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
can be found at CANMEX
Computers. www.RonnieBravo.
com Sales, Repairs, Data
Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi,
hardware upgrades, Graphic
Design, House-calls available.
Cellular 044-322-157-0688 or just
email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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It’s “Fish City” in PV, Yellowfin Tuna,
Dorado, Marlin & More!
Stan Gabruk

(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

What we’ve been waiting for has finally happened. Corbeteña has
just improved on itself from last week in a big way. Yellowfin Tuna
are still in the area around there, and El Moro is alive With Sailfish
and Dorado. The bay is “on fire”, fishing wise. Water conditions are
just this side of perfect and frankly the party is happening now, with
or without you, amigos. Right now it’s difficult not to catch fish, no
matter which fishing grounds you choose, they’re all producing as
we speak!
First, I know we’re not talking much about El Banco a.k.a. The
Bank in English, but the fact is not many people are heading out to
this area because Corbeteña is closer and it’s full of fish! Nobody is
spending the extra time and fuel expense to discover if El Banco is
better or worse than Corbeteña. It just doesn’t matter when Corbeteña
is on fire! Rumors of Marlin and 100-lb Tuna have been circulating
with no “proof”, so if you’re a mind to take the chance... This is one
of those times when you don’t want to be left “behind” and right now
if you’re not heading out this way, you’re missing out. Ok, well that
may be strong, but the action is incredible and the bite is on, amigos.
For those lucky enough to be here in Puerto Vallarta (PV),
Corbeteña is still rocking. As if the clock has been turned back, the
fishing has improved from last week and that’s saying something.
Marlin of the Black and Blue variety are running anywhere from 300
to over 500 lbs., maybe way over 500 lbs., you just can’t tell with
Marlin. Sailfish are cruising the area as well, they’re good sized and
will gradually increase in numbers from now to the end of the year.
Yellowfin Tuna have decided to hang around with all the Skippies in
the area. Also known as Skip Jack Tuna that don’t get much larger
than 6 lbs., but make a perfect and tasty bait. Dorado (Mahi Mahi)

have arrived in larger numbers but still in the 20 to 30-lb range and
we’ll “take it”. The water is blue and the bait is abundant. Conditions
have been outstanding here, so it’s time to break open that “piggy
bank”. If that doesn’t work, swipe the “little woman’s” new credit
card and don’t miss out on this! You can always blame me, wouldn’t
be the first time… Ha Ha.
If for some reason you find yourself around the Marieta Islands,
you’ll most likely be disappointed; not much happening in this area,
which is strange because it’s in the middle of “fish city”. Needle fish
have moved in a little early, but they’re fun to catch and we’ll see
their numbers increase as the days go by. Great tasting and weird
fish, don’t believe your captain if he tells you these don’t taste good!
There should be Sailfish and Dorado in the area, maybe next week,
stay tuned.
Anywhere from El Moro to Corbeteña, square inside what I call
the golden triangle, you’re in for some serious action. Sailfish are
picking up in numbers as we speak and they’re taking baits like a
starving man. Dorado in the 20 to maybe 30-lb range are roaming the
area and are not so spread out as the last couple of weeks. Most boats
heading out this way are getting several strikes and boating many
Mahi. Again plenty of bait in the form of Skippies, Goggle eyes,
Flying fish or five-inch Bullet Skippies and the list goes on. This is a
bit outside an 8-hour trip, but we’ll “go there” for our clients in eight
hours! And, in fact you could wind up with a Blue Marlin in the area,
stranger things have happened. If you’re around Punta Mita then any
clump of debris or stump (or similar) will put you on some nice and
hungry Dorado! Sails are a bit farther out, but frankly, if looking for
Dorado, you’d be better off heading towards El Moro. Rooster fish
have made a slight appearance this week in the area, but nothing you
can count on. Maybe there will be more to report in the coming days,
cross your fingers.
Inside the bay it’s a fishing machine. For the person looking for a
great half-day full of arm-burning action, with smaller fish naturally,
then you’re in the right place at the right time.
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Yellowfin Tuna in the 20 to 30-lb range may
not be “Monsters” but they’re in huge schools
and they’re hungry. That alone is reason
enough for a 4-hour trip. Our Loss Leader: four
hours, $225. USD boat, would be perfect for
the budget minded. The boats a little slower, a
little smaller and a lot less expensive. For now
this is the deal of the week and it’s good for
four people, but I only have two boats at this
price so make your reservations early. I’ll be
out there this week hitting it in the bay myself.
“Blue Plate Special” Tuna for the table and a
few select friends, hard to beat. Sailfish are
still around Los Arcos with Dorado in the 15-lb
range and up. In fact anywhere from Los Arcos
to Los Muertos beach is a perfect place to start
and you may find you don’t go any farther.
Needle fish are sprinkled around, Bonito are
the old reliables, Jack Crevalle around the river
mouths but not in big numbers. You can’t go
wrong in four hours, six is better, but either
way you’re in for a great day on the water if
you’re lucky enough to be here in PV!
What you need to know is the bite is
happening around 10:30ish, so no need to get
up too early on short day trips and miss the
bite! The late bite is around 4 p.m. Water
temperatures are still at 89 / 87 degrees,
perfect for the “boys”.

There’s a great selection of bait in the area
in the form of Rainbow Runners, Flying fish,
Goggle eyes, Skippies, Bullet Skippies (baby
Skippies) and the list goes on. Even with all
this available bait the Sails have mostly been
hitting dead baits and lures of Blue and white.
Now the Petroleros of green /brown and purple
always work well. Dorado lures of green, blue
and yellow have been working on and off. Don’t
forget Cedar plugs, they’re cheap and such old
technology many like to ignore them for those
“Black Barts”, but they don’t work any better!
So be wise and don’t neglect the old reliables!
With more and more clients looking for shared
boats, we’re promoting our special deal for
half a super Panga at $275.USD, good for two
people. It’s the best 8-hour fishing deal you’ll
find in PV so fire us an email and get your name
on our list to match up. Save money, catch fish,
have fun, seems pretty simple to me!
FYI, a few years back Mexico passed a new
law meant to protect the consumer from scam
artists and other unscrupulous “promoters and
timeshare” types that continually cause issues
which means you get screwed out of money.
Sectur working with Profeco -the consumer
protection agency- made it mandatory to
have a specialized license to sell tours and
fishing charters! If it’s not licensed, it’s
not safe! This license needs to be presented
so the public can see if they have it, but more
importantly if they don’t have this new Sectur
license they are selling you tours and fishing
charters illegally. Remember to visit our
new location on the Malecon (boardwalk) on
Morelos right at El Faro, the lighthouse. And
don’t forget about our Marina Vallarta store as
well!
Until next week, don’t forget to kiss Your
Fish!
Fire me an email and get on my mailing list so
we can send you these reports directly, fresh and
useful! Or visit the web page and subscribe, it
all works the same!
Master Baiter´s is located in Marina Vallarta between docks A and B on the boardwalk.
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.com.mx , Local Phone at: (044) 322 779-7571 Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Master-Baiters-Sportfishing-Tackle/88817121325
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing and Tackle is protected under trade mark
law and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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Tommy Clarkson

Butterfly Pea
Clitoria ternatea
Family: Fabaceae
Also known as: Asian Pigeonwings,
Blue Pea Vine or Blue Butterfly Pea
(A while back, I came across a picture/article on the Butterfly
Pea, was intrigued by it and placed it on my “need to have
list.” Not finding any in the several viveros I frequent, I ordered
seeds - the getting of which into Mexico is no small challenge,
by the way! The day after these [not all that inexpensive]
seeds were received and happily sat on our table, our good
friend Tony Chavez called telling me that he’d found not
only the blue species but the white as well, growing wild but
several blocks away … complete with mature seed pods!
Such are the adventures of tropical gardening.)

Like other species, there’s disagreement as to its origin. Some
assert it to be Malaysia, but the consensus merely state “tropical
Asia.” Growing quickly during the summer, to an ultimate vine
length of some 15 feet (38.1 meters), its 2-inch (5.08 cm) long
flowers need to be enjoyed “up close and personal” as a result of
their small size. The more scholarly might describe the Butterfly
Pea as a vigorously climbing, scrambling or trailing tropical legume
with sparse, sub-erect, woody pubescent stems. I’ll just say that it’s
an interesting small to medium vine with delightful, small flowers.
The Butterfly Pea is one of approximately seventy herbs, shrubs
and vines in its genus that have spread rather successfully throughout
the world’s warmer regions. Hence, apparently, the wild plants Tony
found - though Robert Lee Riffle asserts this particular species is
the only one “commonly planted!” Riffle also correctly notes that it
is ideally suited for a “trellis, lattice or chain link fence” - the latter
being on what we found the white specimens. Sans any comments
or data, I found a picture of a Clitoria amazonum that was purple

(See location number on Central Map)

In need of a proper genealogy search, the Butterfly Pea
is said only to have come from “Tropical Asia”.

With such an attractive small bloom and its aggressive vining
nature, noted botanist, Robert Lee Riffle, states that the Butterfly
Pea is “ideally suited for a trellis, lattice or chain link fence”.

1
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And beyond the blue and white species, look, I later found a very light purple one!
(in lieu of blue) and white. I have also
read that there are double-flower forms,
but have, as of yet, to find any.
They take to a wide variety of soils and
ask only for adequate water and sunshine
in order to bloom. Bees and butterflies
are attracted to their blossoms.
According to Tropical Forages: “It
has multiple uses, originally [being] a
cover crop. [It is] widely planted as an
ornamental on fencerows [and is] used
for short and medium-term pastures, as
Solution to crossword on page 24

‘green manure’, cover crop and protein
bank. [It] increases soil fertility, improving
yields of subsequent crops [maize,
sorghum, wheat]. [It’s] also used for cutand-carry and conserved as hay [as well
as being] a revegetation species on coal
mines in central Queensland, Australia.
[Beyond that it also has] ornamental and
medicinal uses.”
Now, at the risk of sounding as if I’ve
switched my thoughts wholly from
botanical brainstorming to culinary

Solution to Sudoku on page 24

creativity, I’d like to share Ramya
Venkateshwaran’s Blue Butterfly Pea
Flower Tea Recipe - which we hope to soon
try ourselves.
“Butterfly pea tea … not only looks
beautiful [it has a vivid blue color] but it
is full of antioxidants too. [It is] proven to
have anti-glycation properties. [Glycation
is damage caused to protein because of
sugar molecules and it is one of the main
causes of skin aging.] Butterfly pea tea
prevents this damage and helps prevent
premature aging of our skin. [It also] has
been shown to have anti-inflammatory
properties [and] is very good for people
suffering from chronic fatigue, as it
improves vitality. [Furthermore] it has
been proven to have analgesic properties
[pain relieving properties]. Too it also
has been clinically proven to have very
low toxicity even when taken in large
quantities. [It’s] easy to make and can be
served as a refreshing drink [which looks]
stunningly beautiful if served in transparent
glasses. [Additionally, when lemon juice is
added to this most interesting tea, the color
somewhat dramatically changes from a
bluish-purple to a beautiful pink color.]”
The steps for brewing this beautiful and
unique concoction follow: (1) Collect fresh
flowers, wash, spread them on a plate and
sun dry them until they’re crisp. Cover
them with a net. (2) To make the tea, boil
water and pour it over the dried flowers.
Steep until the color of the water changes
to a striking blue hue. (3) Strain, pour into
a serving glass and add honey to taste. (4)
Add a few drops of lemon and watch the
color change.
Who says we’re merely dirt-rootin’, plant
folks? We’ve class and couth … albeit,
mostly low and “un”!

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens, Tommy and Patty’s
verdant, multi-terraced tropical paradise nestled on a hill
overlooking the magnificent vista of Santiago Bay. Leisurely
meander its curved, paved path, experiencing, first hand, a
delicious array of palms, plants and flowers from all over the
world. Or e-mail questions to him at olabrisa@gmail.com
For back issues of “Roots”, gardening tips, tropical plant book
or to schedule a tropical garden lunch, please visit
www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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Across
1. Olympic stadium
centerpiece
6. Kemo ___ (the Lone
Ranger)
10. Assns.
14. Kind of treatment
15. Word of woe
16. Preﬁx with graph
17. In the course of
many weeks
19. Sign from above
20. Tijuana table
21. Laugh-a-minute type
22. Lunden and
Crawford
23. Water conduits
25. Illinois city
26. Weaken from disuse
29. Spoken for
30. Event where people
hold hands
31. Salad veggie
32. Ypsilanti sch.
35. Wing ___ prayer
36. Name hidden in 17and 56-Across and 11and 28-Down

1

2

3

4

5

6

17

18

20

21
23

9

10

27

12

13

32

33

34

52

53

54

16

22

24

25
29

28
31
36

35

37

38

40

39
43

11

19

30

46

8

15

14

26

7

41

44

42

45
48

47

49

50

51

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

38. Hertz competitor
39. Letter after chi
40. Powerful auto engine
41. French physicist
after whom an electric
unit is named
43. Midway alternative
45. Was weak in the knees

46. British author ___ Currie
48. Throws in the towel
49. Sir Francis who
circumnavigated the globe
50. Where truckers sit
51. Snack with a shell
55. Said uncle
56. Reserve

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they
might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental
decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution to Sudoku on Page 23

58. Tennis serving whiz
59. Building girder
60. Thin
61. Politico Perot
62. Land north of Chile
63. Chelmsford's county
Down
1. Gift tag word
2. All you need,
according to the Beatles
3. "Up" votes
4. Argentine soccer star
of the 1980's-90's
5. Nightmarish street
6. Reasonableness
7. Some choristers
8. Thai currency
9. Half a ﬁgure eight
10. Peter of "Lawrence
of Arabia"
11. Stay tied
12. Former
astronaut/senator
13. Reasonableness
18. Theater seating choice
22. It's best when cracked
24. Scanner's scan, for short

25. Comment around a
birthday cake
26. P.D.Q.
27. Gymnasts' coups
28. Broadcast signal
carriers
29. Egypt's "boy king"
31. Optimist's word
33. Muck
34. Car category
37. Pipe joint
38. Followers
40. Barn topper
42. Clever comment
44. Some park users
45. Maker of the Forester
46. Business exec Bronfman
47. Constellation near
Ursa Major
48. Gulf state
50. 27, to 3
52. Summer drinks
53. Secret message
54. Stone used for chess sets
56. Domino spot
57. Valuable rock

Solution to Crossword
on Page 23

BRAIN TEASERS

3

4

1

2
6
5
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